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Lista: Making Federal Government Facilities 
More Productive

The unique Lista drawer is the all-important centerpiece of

every cabinet and workspace system. It can be subdivided

to create custom compartments for the ideal organization

of tools, parts and other items of varying size.

Lista workspace solutions are ideally suited to address the problems specific to

government organizations. To help you accomplish your goals, Lista solutions:

enhance productivity and readiness

are ergonomically designed to reduce stress and strain

maximize available space

are rugged and durable for decades of use

provide more clean, organized and secure storage

can be custom-configured to meet unique needs

improve inventory management

protect expensive equipment, instruments, tools and parts

can complement the aesthetic characteristics of your facility

From military bases to aerospace installations to security training facilities,

Lista workspace systems are a key component in keeping federal government

organizations operating at maximum efficiency. With our wide range of work-

space solutions, and our modular building block approach, Lista can com-

pletely and specifically address the unique needs of your applications with our

comprehensive selection of products.



Security Forces Squadron Enlists Lista Cabinets for
Secure Storage

The 310 Security Forces

Squadron based at

Schriever needs to be

prepared to go anywhere

in the world in 24 hours.

The efficiency offered by

Lista storage cabinets

helps our troops get

ready fast.

Richard Snow

Technical Sergeant,

Schriever Air Force

Base

“

”

At Schriever Air Force Base, the Security Forces Squadron is charged with

protecting the base and providing ground defense. The Squadron ware-

house once utilized inefficient shelving and nesting boxes to store its valu-

able equipment. Now, stacked Lista modular drawer storage cabinets and

shelf cabinets, and a Lista

issue counter help Schriever

to maximize organization

and keep everything from

night vision goggles to

Kevlar helmets to ammuni-

tion safe, secure, and

accessible to authorized

personnel. The rows of

Lista cabinets take up a lot

less space than the previ-

ous equipment, and the

lockable and labeled draw-

ers provide a completely

controlled storage system.

In military applications, secure, organized and efficient storage is of the

utmost importance. That’s why so many military organizations turn to Lista’s

squadron of modular drawer storage cabinets. Ideally suited for a wide range

of storage needs, our cabinets can be custom configured and feature sub-

dividable drawer interiors for the complete organization of tools, components

and even weapons.



Lista’s superior

craftsmanship and the

versatility of their

workstation solutions

were the deciding factors

in our choosing Lista

over the competition.

Thanks to Lista, we’ve

optimized the space in

our training labs.

Jim Sutton

Section Chief and 

Facility Manager,

Diplomatic Security

Training Center

Lista Helps Diplomatic Security Training Annex 
Secure Efficient Workspace

”

The US State Department was transforming a dormant building into a new

Technical Training Annex, and they needed lab workspace systems that

would maximize their somewhat limited space. By working with an array

of workbenches and cabinets from Lista, the department’s facility man-

ager was able to create a space-efficient, aesthetically pleasing work-

space conducive to hands-on learning. Workbenches with butcher block

worksurfaces house an array of elec-

tronics equipment – everything from

diodes to large control units – with

drawers custom configured to create

an organized home for electronic parts,

accessories and soldering tools. Mobile

benches bring even more flexibility to

the facility, as they are moved from

lab to lab depending on need.

At Lista, our modular approach lets us create rugged, durable workstations

that exactly suit your needs. Below the worksurface, you can choose from a

wide array of cabinet footprints and heights and drawer interior configura-

tions, plus you can opt for hinged doors with shelves, or a mobile base. You

can also build up from the worksurface, choosing from a variety of riser

shelves and workbench tops.

“



Repair Storage Reaches New Heights at 
Naval Air Depot

At the Production Control Center of

San Diego’s Naval Air Depot, precision

is essential: precision modification and

repair of tactical air navigation trans-

mission boxes, and precision organiza-

tion of test equipment and parts.

Lista’s Storage Wall system is pre-

cisely the storage solution that the

Center needed. With its efficient verti-

cal storage, the system freed up floor

space at the Control Center. The sys-

tem’s flexibility allows the Center to

reconfigure its storage to suit the wide

array of different-sized equipment it

stores prior to repair, while roll-out

trays behind locked doors provide

secure, ergonomically sound storage

for heavier items awaiting future

maintenance. 

From circuit cards to

large electronic items,

the Storage Wall system

provides a temporary

home to over 2,500

different items. Some 

of these can weigh as

much as 80 lbs. each, so

weight-bearing capacity

is an essential storage

feature. Also, as we are

a high visibility area for

tour groups, aesthetics is

of primary importance.

Kit Childers

Electronics Foreman,

Naval Air Depot 

North Island

When you work with a wide array of different sized tools, parts and equipment,

Lista’s Storage Wall®system provides an organization-enhancing storage solution.

The amazingly efficient Storage Wall system frees up work space by maximiz-

ing vertical storage space. And by combining shelves and drawers with wide-

span beams and roll-out trays, this efficient Lista system lets you securely store

the biggest and smallest of items together in a logical and accessible manner.

“

”



NASA Project Takes Off with Help from 
Lista Workspace Solutions

“

For applications requiring organized storage plus mobility, Lista mobile cabi-

nets provide safe and secure storage and transport for your parts and tools.

Lista mobile cabinets offer the same flexibility, security and functionality as

our stationary cabinets, while allowing technicians to bring tools and equip-

ment right up to the work area. This eliminates the walk to and from cabinets

and, thus, results in increased productivity.

When NASA was developing their X-38 emergency crew return vehicle,

the first human space craft developed in the last two decades, they

needed a state-of-the-art facility in which to house this project. A key ele-

ment in this facility was Lista’s organized, secure and accessible storage

systems. Lista modular drawer

storage cabinets offered NASA

the unique ability to store a wide

range of different sized parts and

tools in the same compartmental-

ized drawers. Lista mobile cabi-

nets offered X-38 technicians a

heightened level of accessibility,

with a ribbed mat or butcher block

top providing a practical worksur-

face. The entire system also met

NASA’s aesthetic requirements, so

important given the many tour

groups that patrol the facility.

NASA only aligns 

itself with quality

manufacturers. The tools

we use to build our

vehicles are extremely

important. That’s why

we chose Lista – we

knew Lista products had

the high quality and

durability we needed.

David Young

NASA Manufacturing

Engineer, 

Johnson Space 

Center

”



NASA Kennedy Explores Space Savings
with Lista Advanced Storage System 

At this NASA Kennedy Space Center research lab, their former “hodge-

podge” of storage products took up a lot of space, and the vast array of

tools, instruments, parts, blueprints and documents were not always easy

to locate. The new Lista system, comprised of Storage Wall® systems,

workbenches with laminate

worksurfaces, and modular

drawer cabinets, has brought

astronomical improvements in

storage efficiency and organi-

zation to the lab. Custom con-

figured drawers provide a

safe and secure home for

gages, welding tools and

other precision instruments.

And the lab has a pro-

fessional, cohesive look –

especially important when

you’re visited on a daily basis

by teachers, scientists and

tour groups.

Lista’s storage and

workspace systems have

allowed us to consolidate

our equipment storage,

freeing up space and

making our labs much

more organized.

John Poppert

NASA Division Chief,

Development and 

Testing Lab

Kennedy Space 

Center

”

From cabinets and mobile workstations to Storage Wall ® systems and work-

benches, Lista storage and workspace systems provide integrated solutions

that are perfect for a wide variety of applications. With their modular design,

sub-dividable drawers and variety of security options, these products will pro-

vide your operation with decades of convenient, highly organized storage of

tools, supplies, equipment and parts.

“



Lista lifetime warranty.  Lista’s confidence in the quality and durability of

our materials and workmanship allows us to offer a lifetime warranty on

materials and workmanship. Please ask your Lista representative for a full

warranty statement and details.

Solutions Designed to Meet your Needs
Free design services.  Lista’s engineering and design team is ready to pro-

vide you with a detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage needs. 

Lista offers detailed solutions designed for efficiency and future flexibility. We

provide systematic solutions for a whole range of needs, from the storage of

small tools to complete space-efficient, productive work environments. Our

years of experience in a wide variety of government and military facilities will

prove profitable to you.

GSA Contract. Lista’s contract number is GS-27F-5061C. Our CAGE Code is

57617. Lista International Corp. accepts the GSA Smart Pay or Government

Purchase Card (GPC) and is available on the GSA ADVANTAGE Program.

Lista International Corp.
106 Lowland Street
Holliston, MA 01746-2094
(800) 722-3020
Fax: (508) 626-0353
www.listaintl.com

ISO 9001 Certified
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